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Ltd. Şti’ ye Aittir. 
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değiştirilemez, ticari bir amaçla kullanılamaz. Kaynak gösterilerek alıntı yapılabilir. 
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PARTICIPLES and REDUCTIONS-1  
 

1. Sicily, ---- a highly strategic position between 
the two basins of the Mediterranean, ---- a very 
desirable area for colonies throughout history. 
 
A) occupied / has been  
B) being occupied / was 
C) occupying / has been 
D) having occupied / will be  
E) to have occupied / had been 

 
 

2. One of the many benefits of foreign travel is ---- 
how ---- with the unexpected. 

 
A) to learn / coping 
B) learning /  to cope 
C) in learning / copes 
D) by learning / coped 
E) to learning / can cope 

 
 

3. A French citizen of Algerian origin ---- of 
shooting and killing seven people jumped out 
of his apartment window after ---- during a fire-
fight. 

 
A) was suspected / was shot 
B) had suspected / shooting 
C) suspects / has been shot 
D) suspected / being shot 
E) has suspected / having shot 

 
 

4. Earlier this month, torrential rains ---- large 
parts of New South Wales in eastern Australia, 
---- an estimated $530 million in damage to 
homes, bridges, and farms.  

 
A) flooded / causing 
B) have flooded / to cause 
C) had flooded / to be caused 
D) have been flooding / caused 
E) were flooding / having caused 

 
 

5. Speech and language are known ---- the tools 
people use ---- and share thoughts, ideas, and 
emotions.  
 
A) to being / for communicating 
B) as being / to communicating 
C) for being / by communicating 
D) to have been / communicating 
E) to be / to communicate 

6. A space elevator ---- to be a futuristic structure 
---- famous by science-fiction author Arthur C. 
Clarke in his 1979 novel The Fountains of 
Paradise.  
 
A) is known / made 
B) may know / was made 
C) will be known / having made 
D) was known / had been made  
E) had known / has been made 
 
 

7. About one million species of insects ---- so far, 
which is about half of all the animals ---- to 
science.  
 
A) had been identified / knowing 
B) were identified / being known 
C) have been identifying / to know 
D) are identified / to have known 
E) have been identified / known 

 
 

8. During the 19th century, England ---- an 
unprecedented expansion in the number of 
churches ---- around the country. 
 
A) has seen / built 
B) saw / being built 
C) had seen / building 
D) used to see / to build 
E) was seen / having built 

 
 

9. Bonsai, recently ---- as the most dangerous drug 
in Turkey, has unfortunately seen its profile ----. 
 
A) classified / rise 
B) having classified / rising 
C) classifying / to have risen 
D) being classified / has risen    
E) having been classified / rises 

 
 

10. Some people who have acute bronchitis ---- 
medicines that are usually used ---- asthma. 
 
A) were needed / to treat 
B) may need / to treating 
C) are needed / for treating 
D) need / in treating 
E) might need / to be treated 
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11. Sequences of DNA that ---- copies of 
themselves and jump to new positions in the 
genome ---- transposable elements, or jumping 
genes. 
 
A) are made / call 
B) make / are called 
C) have made / calling 
D) making / may be called 
E) having made / would be called 
 
 

12. The ancient Greeks are known ---- that atoms ---- 
the smallest bits of matter in the universe. 
 
A) to believe / are 
B) to be believed / may be 
C) to have believed / were 
D) having believed / would be 
E) to having believed / could be 

 
 

13. ---- a technology that has been around for 130 
years, a company called Pavegen hopes ---- 
electricity from everyday human activities. 
 
A) Being used / creating 
B) By using / to create  
C) Using / to be created 
D) To use / to be creating   
E) Having used / to creating  

 
 

14. Avocados are usually called one of nature’s 
perfect foods as they are reported ---- everything 
that a person ---- to survive.  
 
A) contain / needing 
B) contains / can need 
C) containing / to need 
D) to contain / will need 
E) to be contained / needs 

 
 

15. Whatever method is used ---- the risk of 
suicide, it ---- in mind that this is somewhat 
similar to predicting the weather. 
 
A) for determining / must keep 
B) in determining / should be kept  
C) to determine / has to be keeping 
D) to determining / needs to be kept 
E) by determining / could be keeping 
 
 
 
 

16. The majority of ---- from tension headaches 
have episodic headaches, which are reported 
to occur one or two times per month on 
average.  
 
A) who suffer 
B) those suffering 
C) which may suffer 
D) that have suffered 
E) whom are suffering 

 
 

17. The number of births per woman ---- since cash-
for-care (CFC) benefits ---- in Norway in 1998. 

 
A) declined / have to be introduced 
B) has been declining / introduced 
C) was declined / had introduced 
D) has declined / were introduced 
E) declines / have been introduced 

 
 

18. We’re looking for a huge place in which ---- a 
big party for our son's eighteenth birthday, but 
haven't been lucky enough so far. 
 
A) holding 
B) to hold 
C) to be held 
D) having held 
E) to have held 
 

19. The Ottoman Empire followed the principle of 
pluralism, allowing other religious groups or 
entities ---- by their respective laws and codes. 
 
A) guided 
B) to be guided 
C) to have guided 
D) having been guided 
E) to have been guided 

 
 

20. In today's world, mobile users are more likely 
---- and return to websites that ---- for mobile 
devices, so having a mobile version of your 
website is a competitive advantage. 
 
A) to using / will design 
B) using / were designed 
C) to use / are designed 
D) used / have designed 
E) to have used / design 
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21. The degree of bruising that ---- rhinoplasty 
surgery varies ---- on patient sensitivity and the 
extent of the surgery itself.  
 
A) follows / depending 
B) following / depends 
C) to follow / depended 
D) follow / to be depended 
E) is followed / depend  

 
 

22. One theory suggests that ---- a healthy 
breakfast ---- hunger throughout the day, which 
helps people make better food choices at other 
meals. 
 
A) eaten / will reduce 
B) eating / can reduce 
C) to eat / is reduced 
D) being eaten / reduces 
E) to be eaten / reduced 
 
 

23. Dementia is known as a term ---- to describe 
various symptoms of cognitive decline such as 
forgetfulness, but is not a clinical diagnosis itself 
until an underlying disease or disorder ----. 
 
A) using / is identified 
B) for using / would identify 
C) to be used / has identified 
D) having used / was identified 
E) used / has been identified 

 
 

24. Many people ---- from vision problems are 
unaware that they ---- from vision correction. 
 
A) suffer / can benefit 
B) suffering / could benefit 
C) suffered / had benefitted 
D) to suffer / have benefited 
E) having suffered / to benefit 
 
 

25. Osteoarthritis, ---- as the 'wear-and-tear' 
arthritis, can affect any joint in your body, 
though it most commonly ---- joints in your 
hands, hips, knees and spine.  
 
A) is known / affected  
B) to know / has affected 
C) known / affects 
D) knowing / is affected 
E) to be known / is affecting 

 
 

26. Patients ---- with identical cancers and given 
therapies of radiation and chemotherapy ---- 
very differently. 
 
A) diagnosed / never responds 
B) having diagnosed / hardly respond 
C) diagnosed / almost never responds 
D) to have diagnosed / seldom respond 
E) having been diagnosed / often respond  
 
 

27. Many people in developed countries ---- into 
bad habits, ---- junk food that lacks essential 
nutrients. 
 
A) are falling / eaten 
B) have fallen / eating 
C) had fallen / to be eaten 
D) were falling / to have eaten 
E) can fall / having been eaten 
 
 

28. A lot of people have the misconception that, 
you ---- a good shooter ---- a good sniper 
though shooting is only 20 percent of the job. 
 
A) must be / being 
B) have to be / to be 
C) can be / for being 
D) would be / to being 
E) had been / at being 

 
 

29. If the wisdom teeth ---- in the bone, the dentist 
will put an incision into the gums and remove 
them in sections in order to minimize the 
amount of bone ----. 
 
A) may be embedded / removing 
B) are embedded / being removed 
C) would be embedded / removed 
D) had embedded / to be removed 
E) have embedded / to be removing 
 
 

30. Functional foods ---- significant amounts of 
bioactive components ---- important roles in 
the prevention of chronic diseases. 
 
A) contain / would play 
B) contained / may play 
C) containing / can play 
D) to be contained / play 
E) to contain / are played 
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31. Individual camouflage ---- as the concealment a 
soldier ---- in combat to surprise, deceive, and 
outwit the enemy. 
 
A) is defined / uses 
B) can be defined / used 
C) is defining / to be used 
D) may be defined / to use 
E) could have defined / is using 
 
 

32. A snake’s tongue is a forked sensory structure 
---- to explore its surroundings and help it ---- 
food.  
 
A) using / to find 
B) to use / found 
C) being used / finds 
D) having used / finding 
E) used / find  
 

33. ---- a girl with a dowry at her marriage is an 
ancient practice ---- in some parts of the world. 

 
A) To provide / continues 
B) Provided / to be continued 
C) Having provided / to continue 
D) Providing / continuing 
E) To be provided / is continuing  
 
 

34. By 650, the Arabs had taken most of the 
Byzantine territories, ---- Jerusalem. 

 
A) to be included 
B) being included 
C) having included 
D) to have included 
E) including 
 
 

35. ---- the origin of the oceans, scientists are 
investigating our solar system’s farthest 
reaches and earliest moments. 
 
A) Discovered 
B) To discover 
C) To have discovered 
D) Having been discovered 
E) Being discovered 
 
 
 
 
 
 

36. Words and their meanings reflect the physical 
and cultural realities of the people ---- the 
language. 
 
A) those using  
B) that are used  
C) who use 
D) anyone using 
E) being used 
 
 

37. Some people ---- by an authority that it is 
almost impossible for them to start thinking for 
themselves. 

 
A) whom are directed 
B) have such well-directed 
C) that they are used to directing 
D) who are used for directing 
E) are so used to being directed 

 
 

38. Mountaineering can kill brain cells, even 
among climbers ---- from altitude sickness. 

 
A) in whose sufferings  
B) that they don’t suffer 
C) who do not suffer 
D) those who are not suffering 
E) some of which wouldn’t suffer 
 
 
 

39. Mammoth Cave, ---- in Mammoth Cave National 
Park in Kentucky, is the world's longest cave 
system ever ----.  

 
A) located / discovered 
B) is located / to be discovered 
C) has located / discovering 
D) locates / having discovered 
E) locating / to have discovered 
 
 

40. A lawyer contacts and gives advice to clients 
in a court case in England and other countries 
---- sort of legal system. 

 
A) that they all have  
B) that have the same 
C) in which some have 
D) where nobody has these 
E) in whether they have any  
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ANSWER KEY 

1 C 21 A 

2 B 22 B 

3 D 23 E 

4 A 24 B 

5 E 25 C 

6 A 26 E 

7 E 27 B 

8 B 28 B 

9 A 29 B 

10 D 30 C 

11 B 31 A 

12 C 32 E 

13 B 33 D 

14 D 34 E 

15 B 35 B 

16 B 36 C 

17 D 37 E 

18 B 38 C 

19 B 39 A 

20 C 40 B 
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